Scale Translation
Content translation at scale requires automation, reporting, terminology management, vendor management, support for complex authoring and reviewing workflows, quality assurance, and many other features. These are exactly the features built into GlobalLink. Because of these features, customers using GlobalLink with Adobe products reduce costs and turnaround times by over 50%.

Innovating Together
When Adobe launched AEM as a Cloud Service, Translations.com quickly released support for the product. When Translations.com launched advanced artificial intelligence for automated translations, it was available immediately in Adobe products. As leaders of their respective industries, Translations.com and Adobe innovate together - helping our shared customers accomplish more.

Unmatched Experience
Launching and maintaining multilingual digital content is complicated. With over a decade of experience supporting Adobe customers, Translations.com has the experience needed to ensure flawless execution. Discover potential challenges before they happen because of the unmatched experience of Translations.com. Benefit from what they have learned from over 150 deployments.